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Please make sure to read the enclosed Ninja® Owner’s Guide prior to using your unit.

QUICK START GUIDE

COFFEE BREWING TIPS
Is it hot in here? Or is it just the mug you’re using?
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Coffeehouses traditionally serve their coffee in paper mugs. And it’s not
just because they’re inexpensive and easy to discard. The type of mug you brew
into can drastically influence the temperature of your coffee. Take a look.
MUG TYPE
MUG
TEMP

CERAMIC MUG
Room Temp

Pre-warmed
with hot
water

Pre-warmed
in microwave
with milk

NINJA® MUG

PAPER MUG

Room Temp

Room Temp

FILLING THE WATER RESERVOIR
1.	Twist the water reservoir anticlockwise
and remove for easy filling.

4.	After filling the water reservoir we
recommend you run the clean cycle.
Set the dial to the carafe size and
2.	Fill with fresh, filtered water up to the
place the carafe under the brew
carafe line, marked on the outside of
basket. Then press the Clean button.
the water reservoir. Auto-iQ® knows just
We recommend you follow this clean
the right amount of water to draw from
process twice prior to use.
it for the size and brew you select.

H
M

DRINKING
TEMP

Hot

Hotter

Hotter

WHY DOES
THIS MATTER?

A cold
ceramic mug
will steal
heat from
the coffee

If the mug is
already warm, it
will not steal as
much heat from
the coffee

Just like your
cold mug, cold
milk steals heat
from the coffee

Hotter

3.	Twist the water reservoir clockwise to
lock into place.

Hottest

Unlike a ceramic
The Ninja®
double-walled
mug, a paper
mug is designed
mug does not
to retain initial
steal substantial
coffee temp better heat from the
than a ceramic mug
coffeeH
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FILLING THE BREW BASKET
SMALL SCOOP

NINJA SCOOP

NINJA SCOOP

M

MUG

2 SCOOPS

TRAVEL MUG

3 SCOOPS

HALF CARAFE

4 SCOOPS

FULL CARAFE

8 SCOOPS

Large

H

Need more time?

Note: There may be water left in the reservoir
after a brew. This is normal since the water is
automatically metered based on your brew
selection.

M

Press the Stay Warm button to activate the warming plate for 30 minutes.
Small
H
M

When you just can’t wait for that first mug to be ready…

1. Gently pull the brew basket towards you for easy filling.

Simply close the Drip Stop to pause the brew cycle and pour your mug. Then
re-open the Drip Stop to continue the brew. If you forget to re-open the Drip
Stop, your Ninja Coffee Bar® will give you a friendly audible reminder.

2. Insert permanent filter firmly into the brew basket.

For how-to videos and more, visit us at ninjacoffee.eu

3. Using the provided Ninja scoop, scoop the appropriate
amount of ground coffee for your drink size into the filter.

LARGE SCOOP

NINJA SCOOP

OVER ICE

3 SCOOPS

CAFE FORTE

3 SCOOPS

CON LATTE

3 SCOOPS

For how-to videos and more, visit us at ninjacoffee.eu

AM

H

PM
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HOW DO I KNOW IT’S
WORKING ITS MAGIC?

PLACING YOUR MUG, TRAVEL MUG, OR CARAFE

AM

H

PM

M

H

H

M

M

The warming plate
will only turn on
when you brew a half
or full carafe of
Classic or Rich brew.

H
M

Brew a Single Mug

Brew a Travel Mug

Brew a Carafe

1. Remove the carafe and fold
down the mug platform.

1. Remove the carafe.

1. Make sure the mug platform
is folded up.

2. Place a mug on the mug platform.
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2. Place a travel mug on the
base of the brewer.

TRAVEL

5

Each brew has a pre-infusion cycle
that helps unlock the flavours of
your favourite coffee. The brew will
begin, pause to pre‑infuse, and will
be quiet for a short period of time
before resuming.

HALF

FULL

1. Start by selecting the size of
coffee you want; mug, travel
mug, half carafe or full carafe.
2. Then, select the strength of
coffee you desire

M

STAY WARM

TRAVEL

HALF

CUP

You will know your brew is working
if the button light of the brew you
selected is illuminated.

FULL

CLASSIC BR
EW

RICH BREW

MAKING A COFFEE
NEED A GREAT COFFEE?

MUG

2. Set the carafe in place on
the base of the brewer.

For carafe brews you can
manually turn the Precise
DELAY BREW
Temperature Warming
Plate on and off

OVER ICE BR
EW

Choose Classic for a smooth, balanced
flavour from your favourite ground coffee

SPECIALTY

BREW

(CONCENTR
ATED COFFE
E)

Choose Rich for a richer than classic,
more intense flavour that really stands
up to milk and and sweeteners,

H
M

Make sure the
Drip Stop is open
before brewing.

CLEAN

DRIP STOP

MAKING A SPECIALITY DRINK
Our Speciality drinks are specially
designed to give you a great tasting
mug of coffee, like what you would
get from a coffee shop.
1. Set the size to Mug and place a
Mug on the mug platform.
2. Then, simply press one of the
speciality brew options and enjoy!

Select Over Ice and surprise yourself with
the satisfyingly refreshing taste of a smooth,
over ice coffee.
 elect Cafe Forte for the ultimate in
S
richness and aroma, a long smooth coffee
that is great for drinking black or white.
Select Con Latte Recipes for a smooth
concentrated coffee that you can use to
make all of your favourite, luxurious coffee
shop drinks at home.

For how-to videos and more, visit us at ninjacoffee.eu

The hot surface indicator light
will illuminate when the warming
plate surface is hot. The light will
remain illuminated until it has
returned to a safe temperature.

H
M

Your brewer ensures your first mug of coffee is the perfect temperature.
You may notice a short delay if the unit is warming up. You will know its
working properly if the light of the brew you selected is illuminated.
For how-to videos and more, visit us at ninjacoffee.eu

